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Temperature measurement

Liquid in glass tubes developed in 1630s with different scales and 

reference points   

Daniel Fahrenheit (1686-1736)

• son of a wealthy German merchant in Danzig (now 

Gdansk). 

• when he was 16 both parents died on the same day 

(mushrooms?).

• moved to Amsterdam to work for a shop-keeper but 

became interested in scientific instruments. 

• 1714 Made alcohol in glass thermometers –

choosing chilled brine solution for 0 degrees and the 

boiling point of water as 212.



Temperature measurement

Liquid in glass tubes developed in 1630s with different scales and 

reference points   

Anders Celsius (1701-44) in 1742 decided on a 100-point 

scale (centigrade) but chose freezing and boiling points of 

water as the reference points. He initially chose 100 for 

freezing and 0 for the boiling point, but later reversed it.

1948 – Celsius scale adopted by most countries as the 

standard unit of measurement for temperature

Kelvin scale – the unit in physical sciences as it relates 

to the absolute lowest temperature ( - 273.15) below 

which there is no molecular movement.



Temperature measurement

Liquid in glass

• Mercury or alcohol  (mercury freezing point – 36 C)

• Special types with needles for recording maximum 

and minimum temperatures

Bimetallic thermometers

• Two metals with different rates of expansion bonded 

together so that it bends as temperature changes

• Can be made in the form of a coil for a greater 

deflection

• Used in mechanical thermographs

Thermistors and variable resistance thermometers 

e.g. in cars, radiosondes



Temperature measurement
Thermal radiation sensors



Temperature measurement
Thermal radiation sensors



Temperature measurement

Standards in measurement – air

temperature

• Height – 1.25 to 2 metres

• Exposure – protected from sun and 

effects of surrounding objects

• Ventilation – but protected from wind

• Surface – short grass or the natural 

surface of the district



Temperature measurement

Stevenson
screen

Louvred
sides



Temperature measurement







Apparent ('feels like') Temperature/Heat Index 

An adjustment to the ambient temperature based on the current humidity and 
wind speed, designed to be a measure of the discomfort caused to an 
appropriately dressed adult, walking outdoors, in the shade by the current 
wind and humidity levels. 

For calm wind conditions, if the current humidity is higher than the reference 
humidity then the Apparent Temperature will be higher than the current 
Temperature; if the current humidity is lower than the reference humidity, 
then the Apparent Temperature will be lower than the current Temperature. 

In cold, windy conditions, the Apparent Temperature can also be used as a 
measure of Wind Chill.

The Apparent Temperature used by the Bureau is the Steadman Apparent 
Temperature.

For more information see http://www.bom.gov.au/info/thermal_stress/

http://www.bom.gov.au/info/thermal_stress/


Ice Water
Water 

Vapour

Molecules tightly 
held in a 
“crystalline” 
structure

Molecules free to 
move but there is 
still strong 
attraction among 
molecules

Molecules are further 
apart and the bonds 
to other molecules 
are weak, especially 
for the faster moving 
molecules





Some interesting facts about the role of water 



Phase changes in water

Water vapour is a 
powerful fuel for the 
atmosphere

It can make a big 
difference once 
condensation starts, 
particularly in 
thunderstorms and 
tropical cyclones.



Moisture in the atmosphere

Several quantities are used to report the amount of 
water vapour in the air:

(a) Wet bulb depression:
• wet muslin over the bulb of the thermometer
• air flow leads to a lower temperature called the 

wet bulb depression
• from the wet bulb depression other measures 

of water vapour content can be calculated

(b) Dew point 
• the temperature to which air would need for it to 

become saturated, and dew to start forming



Moisture in the atmosphere
(c) Mixing ratio
• the ratio of the mass of water vapour in the air to the 

mass of dry air expressed as gm/gm or gm/kg
(specific humidity – ratio of water vapour to moist air) 

(d) Relative humidity
• the ratio (expressed as a percentage) of the water 

vapour in the air to the amount of water vapour
necessary for the air to be saturated 

(e) Absolute humidity
• water vapour in a given volume of air (gm/m3)

Note: As the molecular weight of water is less than 
the other major constituents of air (oxygen and 
nitrogen) moist air is actually less dense than dry air.



Humidity measurement - hygrometers

Based on the changes in the length 

of (human) hair with relative 

humidity



Humidity measurement - hygrometers

Sling psychrometer – a more 

portable and reactive instrument 

than the stationary wet and dry 

bulb thermometers in a screen 

Digital sensors – based on 

capacitance or resistance changes 

with relative humidity



Propeller anemometer

Cup anemometer

Measurement of wind speed and direction
• Surface wind speeds and directions are measured by an anemometer

(propeller, cup, ultrasonic, pressure tube). 

• a continuous record of wind speed and direction is recorded on 

an anemograph

Ultrasonic

Cup and pressure 
tube (Dines) 
anemometer



Anemograph trace

Measurement of wind speed and direction



Wind speed and direction



Measurement of wind speed and direction

For marine users wind is usually expressed in knots

(1 knot = 1.85 kilometer/hour) 



Wind trace from the Darwin Airport 24-25 December 1974. Winds rapidly 

increased after 2:30am as the powerful eyewall came shore. A peak gust of 217 

km/h was recorded just before the anemometer failed at 3:10am. The failure 

likely coincided with the commencement of the storm’s highest winds, which 

likely intensified before the calm of the eye reached the area 40 minutes later. 

http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/history/tracy.shtml



Measurement of wind speed and direction

Later adapted for  use over land



Measurement of wind speed and direction



Measurement of wind speed and direction



http://www.shiptraffic.net/2016/04/Weather-Forecast-Map.html

http://www.shiptraffic.net/2016/04/Weather-Forecast-Map.html
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